risk assessment, includ ing good mod elling practices, scenario d evelopment, and local requirements. In ad d ition, they were able to network with the experts present, and each participant received copies of the presentations. As with the previous workshops, the participants agreed that much useful information was given which enabled them to und erstand better the complexities of ecological risk assessment. Thanks are d ue to IUPAC, ACS-AGRO and CropLife International for supporting the Workshop.
General Assembly was also held in the same venue on 7-13 July. The program was organized by the Brazilian Chemical Society. More than 3500 delegates from 66 countries attended the Congress, the theme of which was "Sustainability & Diversity through Chemistry."
The joint opening ceremony of General Assembly and Congress was held in the Golden Hall on 9 July. 
Congress Scientific Programme
The World Congress had an excellent scientific programme, with symposia covering 12 major areas:
• Analytical and Food Chemistry • Chemistry Education
Golden Hall or Multiverse?
Everyone who attended the Congress had something to say about their experience in attending or presenting a lecture in the Golden Hall. The Golden Hall is a multipurpose arena that was set with a central circular stage that can accommod ate up to 8 speakers simultaneously while the surround ing aud iences are not d elineated in space and can fl w around simply by tuning in a specific audio channel on their individual headset. Raychelle Burks, a Young Observer from USA, tweeted about it several times and referred to it as the "multiverse"! CI asked Angela Wilson to share her experience: Angela Wilson: I found the presentation opportunity in the Golden Room to be empowering and convenient, while also being quite unusual. I moderated a panel in the room, and then had my talk in another technical section right after that. It was very simple to move from one to another in the same room.
An aspect that was empowering was the large aud ience. The opening ceremony was exciting in that venue, having an audience surrounding nearly all sides of the stage.
The room was also interesting in terms of the technical presentations. I enjoy challenges and competitions, so not knowing exactly who was listening to you, nor who may turn their channel to listen to your presentation from the nearby sections, was interesting and invigorating. I viewed this as an opportunity to show others who might not necessarily go to my talk about my work. In fact, there were a number of people who were in the sections next to where I was presenting talk to me about my work afterwards. These individ uals were not theoretical/computational chemists, and they thanked me for introducing them to some areas of theoretical/computational chemistry-they said that some of my slides caught their attention, so they had switched channels to listen to my presentation.
What was somewhat off-putting, however, was that even with the head set on, I could hear the other speakers talking. Hearing my own voice through the headset during my talk was also a bit odd. So, it took a great d eal more focus than in a typical room to give a talk and answer questions without getting distracted. As the talks did not start and end at the same time, when there was applause, the speakers at the sections near to that part of the room needed to • "Environmental Chemistry", a series of three symposia coord inated by the Chemistry and the Environment Division of IUPAC:
• "E -waste -an emerging global environmental challenge" pause-otherwise, it was difficult to hear the speakers.
From the perspective of an aud ience member, I enjoyed being able to see slid es from three different presenters at one time. It was nice to be able to catch some slides from other fields, and have the opportunity to switch to what other nearby speakers were discussing. This provided me with a unique opportunity to catch my "usual" talks, while also having the opportunity to hear talks that I would not normally attend due to time conflicts.
I must ad mit, however, that the experience also felt surreal at times, with so many conversations on so many different technical "languages" all going on at one time (and, depending upon where you were seated, you could hear more than one topic!)-Defini ely a very different feeling! or many years, IUPAC has opened its d oors to the younger chemists as observers to its activities, welcoming them in the midst of their General Assemblies. This is a unique opportunity for younger chemists to acquaint themselves with the work of the Divisions and Committees at an early stage and with limited commitment. In an article published in 2002, the Young Observers (YOs) program was characterized as "a way to seek innovative scientists" and "bring new expertise to IUPAC" [1] . Since 2013, the World Chemistry Leadership Meeting (WCLM) has invited all young observers to its symposium. In 2017, with a clever combination of "speed -networking" round tables, brainstorming and projects-crafting d uring the symposium, there is strong hope that a significant proportion of young observers will return as IUPAC active members d uring future meetings in Paris (2019) and Montréal (2021).
We were all very interested in participating in these activities, useful to newcomers, and we would like to thank IUPAC2017 organizing team as well as the symposia conveners for the excellent program that was put together to the mutual benefit of IUPAC members and younger chemists.
This being said, almost all division members we met expressed their concern about our generation not being involved enough with the Union. We often heard
